
Submission from Brian McCann 

To whom it may concern, 

 As a deaf parent of deaf children, all of whom use BSL as their first language, I have 
seen the education of the deaf from both pupil and parent perspectives. 

·         Briefly, what could have been improved during my school experience. 
-          The staffs’ signing skill were too low, often we weren’t engaged in two way 

conversation as native signers skills were above those of the staff. 
Unfortunately this meant that our BSL stagnated in the education 
environment. Much  of our learning was done outside of the school 
environment, e.g. at Deaf Club. 

-          Often, pupils’ feedback was ignored. 

·         What can be improved with my children’s school experience. 
-          My 5 children are in a mainstream environment and signing skills are lower 

than ever. Often staff don’t deliver full information due to this. TODs 
(Teachers of the Deaf) often don’t improve their skills as they believe BSL 
users fully understand them, the issue there is that BSL users often lower 
their register to communicate with those who aren’t strong signers. The 
ultimately means the student is dumbing their language down. TODs are often 
misused as interpreters, which harms the development of BSL using children 
as they often do not have the skills to do so. 

-          Deaf awareness is at an all time low, so many small issues could be rectified 
quickly with better deaf awareness and it would allow staff to tackle larger 
problems.  

-          Often staff have no idea what is occurring in the signing community, so their 
signs/skills/awareness rarely develops. 

-          BSL using parents are not engaged enough regarding what is going on with 
the education or school lives in general, further to that, parents are regularly 
refused when they ask to meet and talk with the support staff in the school. 

-          Inclusion is ineffective as the other pupils are not promoted enough to use 
BSL, because of this there is little peer to peer sharing, which is a huge 
component of development. 

-          TODs often don’t improve their skills as they believe BSL using pupils fully 
understand them, the issue there is that BSL using pupils often lower their 
register to communicate with those who aren’t strong signers. The ultimately 
means the student is “dumbing” their language down 

 

I welcome any opportunity to meet with you and further discuss these issues as I feel 
this is a matter of the utmost importance. 

  

Kindest Regards, 

Brian McCann 

 


